Enjoy learning about Art with your College Student
The Complete Picture: Art and History

Modern Art Leading up to Cubism
New Leonard A. Lauder Cubism Collection
Metropolitan Museum of Art
Wednesday January 7, 2015

Art For Learning, LLC.
With Sheryl Intrator Urman,
Artist, Curator and Art Lecturer
Meet us at 11:00 am as Sheryl Intrator Urman will take you back in time as the docent for a private
tour. She will give a background talk and tour of the Modern Art Collection as we view highlights of the
Met’s massive collection in a new light and learn about the development of Modern Art leading up to
Cubism. Years of exploration of the Met make Sheryl able to connect the dots for us. She makes the
artworks, the progression of styles, and the artists’ role’s come to life.
th

Cubism, the most influential art movement of the early 20 century, still resonates today. It destroyed
traditional illusionism in painting and radically changed the way we see the world. Sheryl will help us
understand how this collection was developed and why it is so important. She will help us uncover the
mysteries of the ‘funny shapes’! Anecdotes about the artists are fascinating, too!
Suggest a quick lunch in the cafeteria downstairs – on your own to choose from the extensive offerings of
all kinds. Or a more leisurely lunch - your choice.
Then it is on to the new, blockbuster exhibit of the Leonard A. Lauder Cubism Collection, which
displays the vast holdings of this philanthropist for the first time! You will have an Audio Guide (no
docents permitted) to visit these now familiar works at your own pace.
THE COMPLETE PICTURE: $90 –Adult/young adult pair
INCLUDES: Museum admission, docent tour and audio-guide
Please email me (Artforlearning@yahoo.com) to reserve a space and send a check made payable to: Art
for Learning, LLC.
SEND CHECK TO: Art For Learning, LLC., 330 Broad Ave., Englewood, NJ 07631

